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Key words
Term Expianation Example
* Wago
* Kango
* Higairaigo
* Gairaigo
* Giseigo
* Gitaigo
* Konsyugo
* Kanzi
* Hurigana
* Okurigana
native, Japanese words
words of Chinese origin
wago and kango
loanwords other than Chinese
onomatopoeia (sound-mimics)
phenomimes (manner-describing)
“hybrid”, composite words with
one gairaigo and one higairaigo
part.
kurutna (‘wagon’, ‘car’)
jidoosya (‘ear’)
kururna,jidoosya (‘ear’)
kaa (‘ear’)
piipii (‘peep’)
iki-iki (‘lively’)
kara-oke (‘karaoke’, of Japanese
kara (‘empty’) and oke, an abb
reviation of the English ‘orehe—
stra’)
A,B,C
* Kana Japanese syllabic writing sym
bois
* Hiragana the kana syllabary with cursive
shape
* Katakana the kana syllabary with squarish
shape
Chinese, ideographic charaeters
Small kana beside kanzi, indicat
ing the pronunciation of the
latter
Kana used to write the inflect
ional endings of words
Roman letters* Roomazi
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o Introduction
0.1. Background
Despite the general awareness that the katakana writing system is changing rapidly, there
have been virtually no systematic investigations showing the explicit use of katakana in
contemporary Japanese writings. The only work available to this point is On the Use of
Katakana with Words of Non-Foreign Origin by Nakayama (1998). This study analysed the
use of katakana in daily newspapers. The most important finding was that katakana are, to a
certain extent, used not only for gairaigo but also for higairaigo.
0.2 Problem
The modern Japanese language employs three kinds of writing systems. These are called
kanzi, kana and romaji respectively in Japanese.
Personal taste and style allow for variations to a much higher degree than e.g. in written
English, but there are basic guidelines according to which each of these symbols should be
used. In newspapers and official documents, these guidelines are followed more than in e.g.
fiction literature. Katakana is used for recent loanwords etc. (se paragraph 2.2.2.2 B below).
The rapid increase of katakana is to a large extent due to the enormous arnount of loanwords
introduced to Japan in recent years. But it also has an expianation in the fact that there seems
to be a trend towards increased use ofkatakana even for higairaigo.
How katakana is used by contemporary Japanese writers is still a widely open question.
The use of katakana is likely to vary greatly since it reflects their stylistic and thematic
differences.
0.3 Goals of the study
The purpose of the present study is to carry out a pilot investigation on the use of katakana in
a modern Japanese essay, and to compare how the usage of katakana differs between daily
newspaper and a modern essay. Among the words written in katakana, special focus was
given to the higairaigo, which are normally written in kanzi or hiragana.
The material chosen for the present study is “Runrun o katte o-uti ni kaeroo” by Mariko
Hayasi. This author writes in a very modern way, keeping the written language close to the
spoken word. This style in literature is called genbun ittitai. The earliest examples of literature
in this style are from the l7th century. But it was not until around 1890 that the style began to
develop, through the works of authors like Simei Hutabatei and Bimyo Yamada. Classical
Japanese literature is heavily influenced by classical Chinese, and even today the forma!
written language retains much of this character. Mariko Hayasi has been recognised for her
successful use of a radical and modern form ofgenbun ittitai.
The following questions were posed in the present study: What kinds of words are written
in katakana? Does the use of katakana in this book differ from that in the daily newspaper
Asahi Shinbun, analysed by Nakayarna (1998)? If so, in what respects does it differ? Why
does Mariko Hayasi choose to write these particular words in katakana?
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0.4 Outline
The present study was arranged as first to give background facts on the Japanese language,
and in particular the literal rendering of the same. The different parts of the Japanese writing
system were then accounted for. With this information as a background, the results of the
present stucly
— on the use of katakana in a modern Japanese essay
- were presented and
analysed. These resuits were then been compared with those by Nakayama (1998). This was
meant to reveal the differences between this particular essay and modern, standard written
Japanese, and also to offer an analysis of the use of katakana for higairaigo.
The statistical resuits are shown in tables and grahps in the Appendices. The resuits are
discussed under section 3 below. All the sample words used in the present study are listed in
Appendix VIII.
Throughout this work, Japanese words have been indicated by means of italics (except for
when they are written in hiragana, katakana or kanzi). There are two common ways of
transcribing Japanese words, viz. the Hepbum system the kunreisiki system (see paragraph
2.1 below, and Appendix 1). In this work, the kunreisiki system has been used throughout. All
Japanese words that are used in linguistic analyses have been written in italics.
Much of the background material about Japanese lexicon 1 owe to Sibatani (1996); and
much of the material about the Japanese writing system to Kabasima (1979), NI-IK (1973),
and Alfonso (1975).
1 About the Japanese language
1.1 Historical overview
The history of the Japanese language is often divided into two large parts: Old Japanese and
Modern Japanese. It was during the Kamakura-Muromati period that the Japanese language
lost most of the characteristics of its older state and gained its more modern form. This period
may also be referred to as Middie Japanese.
Periods Language names
A.D. 710 Nara Old Japanese
794 Heian Late Old Japanese
1185 Kamakura
(or 1192) Middie Japanese
1331 Muromati
(or 1392)
1603 Edo Early Modern Japanese
1868 Meizi
1912 Taisyoo Modern Japanese
1926 Syoowa
1989 Heisei
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1.2 Lexicon
1.2.1 Native vocabulary — wago
1.2.1.1 General overview
The traditional Japanese society was centred on agriculture and fishing, and this is reflected
in the native vocabulary. There are many native Japanese words relating to nature, agriculture,
fish, senses and feelings and to the sounds of nature. Rice, for instance, which has always
been the most important ingredient in Japanese food, has different names for its different
states. The rice plant is called in raw rice kome, and cooked rise gohan or mesi. The last two
words are also used for meals in general, a fact which shows the important status of rice in
Japanese cooking.
There are also many names for fish in Japanese, and sorne kinds of fish even have different
names referring to the different stages of their lives or to different sizes. For example,
“yellowtail” has many different names according to its size, and also varying within different
dialects. It is called abuko, tubasu or wakanago when it is smaller than 6-9 cm. When it
becomes about 15 cm., it is calledyasu or wakasi. When it is between 36 and 60 cm., it is
called inada, seguro or warasa. The next stage is called harnati (45-90 cm.), and the largest
fish are called buri (over 1 m.).
In other areas though, the native Japanese vocabulary is relatively poor. Such areas include
domestic animals, body-parts, and bodily movements.
1.2.1.2 Giseigo & gitaigo
These are two large groups of words, which have some common traits and prominent functions
in the Japanese language. Giseigo (also called giongo) are onomatopoeic words (phonomimes),
which means that they mimic different sounds. English equivalents are e.g. “bang!”, “thump!”
etc. Gitaigo may be referred to as “phenomimes”. They are used adverbially to describe the
manner in which something is carried out. There are no real equivalents to this type of words
in English, which instead uses adverbs such as “vividly”, “gracefully” etc. Below are examples
ofgiseigo and gitaigo in Japanese, together with English translations:
1. giseigo: wan-wan ‘bow-wow’ (referring to a dog’s barking)
2. gitaigo: yobo-yobo ‘wobbly’ (description of e.g. someone’s
walking)
Giseigo and gitaigo are extremely common in the Japanese language and constitute one of its
characteristics. Expressions using giseigo and gitaigo may often be difficult to translate into
other languages, keeping the flavour of the original Japanese sentence.
The abundance of giseigo and gitaigo compensate for the lack of specificity in other types
of words. Warau, for instance, means ‘to laugh’ in general. With the heip of gitaigo, the
meaning may be varied in the following ways:
‘laugh’ ha-ha-ha to warau
‘smile’ niko-niko to 4’arau
‘chuckle’ kutu-kutu to warau
‘haw-haw’ wa-ha-ha to warau
‘giggle’ gera-gera to t’arau
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‘snigger’ nita-nita it’arau
‘simper’ ohoho to warau
‘grin’ nikori to warau
‘titter’ kusu—kuszi to t’arau
1.2.2 Loanwords
1.2.2.1 General overview
The Japanese lexicon contains an extremely large number of loanwords. Most loanwords are
of Chinese origin. Traditionally, the Japanese lexicon is divided into three strata. The term
wago ‘Japanese words’ or Yamato-kotoba ‘Yamato words’ refer to the native vocabulary,
and kango ‘Chinese words’ refers to Ioanwords of Chinese origin (in English often called
Sino-Japanese words). All other loanwords are called gairaigo (‘words from abroad’) in
Japanese.
Throughout history, smaller states have been influenced by larger and more developed
states. The cultures and languages of Europe have been heavily influenced by the Roman
Empire and the Latin language. In the case of Japan, as in most East Asian countries the
influencing cultural sphere was China. The Japanese language has borrowed a huge amount
of Chinese words. This borrowing of words started very eariy in Japanese history and three
large “waves” can be discerned. Examples of pre-historic borrowings are words such as urna
‘horse’ and urne ‘plum’. The second wave of Chinese borrowing took place during the Nara
period, when many students and court officials went to study in Luoyang and Chang’an in
China. The third wave occurred during the l4th century, when foflowers of the Zen Buddhism
introduced new words and new pronunciations of Chinese characters from China to Japan.
These three waves of borrowing in many cases lead to the very same word being introduced
into the Japanese languages, from different parts of China and from different times in history.
This in tum lead to the fact that the same Chinese character (kanzi) often possesses at least
two different “Chinese” (Sino-Japanese) readings in Japanese. The pronunciation of the words
borrowed from the Wu area is called go ‘on (‘Wu sound/pronunciation’); the pronunciation of
the words from the Tang dynasty is called kan ‘on (‘HanlChinese pronunciation’), and that of
the words from Hangzhou is called too-soo ‘on (‘Tang-Song pronunciation’). Not all characters
have all three readings, but on the other hand they normaily have a native Japanese reading as
weil.
Systematic contact with the Western world did not start until about 1543, when a Portuguese
merchant ship reached Kyuusyuu. The Portuguese had with them both guns, different objects
from the Western cuiture, and also the Christian religion. These were introduced into Japan,
with varying degrees of success. After the Portuguese, the Spaniards came to Japan, and after
them came the Dutch.
During the Edo period (1683-1868), the Japanese leaders held the country ciosed to the
outside world, except for iimited contact through the Dutch in Kyuusyuu.
The second wave of Western cultural influence did not come until the beginning of the
Meizi period. During this period the Japanese language borrowed many words connected to
the modern Western society from English, German and French.
After World War II, Japan was occupied by the USA and ever since then, the Japanese
language has continued to borrow an innumerable amount of English/American words and
phrases, as weil as other aspects of American culture. Thus, since the Meizi period, English
ioanwords constitute the major part of the so-calied gairaigo.
According to the Genkai dictionary (1859), kango at that time accounted for 60 percent of
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the vocabulary, and gairaigo for 1.4 percent. Since then, the proportion of gairaigo has
steadily increased, while that of kango has remained fairly constant.
Between 1956 and 1964 a survey was carried out by the Kokuritu Kokugo Kenkyuuzyo
(National Language Institute), examining the distribution of loanwords and native words in
actual use. Ninety magazines from five different fields were examined. Among the resuits
was found that the proportion of wago was not as great as that of kango. On the other hand
wago words occurred more frequently than kango words. There were also differences found
among the different types of magazines. In the practical and popular science magazines,
kango were particularly predominant, while the native vocabulary, wago, was infrequent. In
the domestic and women’s magazines on the other hand, the situation was the opposite. There
was also much gairaigo in the domestic and women’s magazines. These resuits point towards
the conciusion that kango is used in technical fleids, while the gairaigo is used more en the
domestic and women-related fleids such as cooking and fashion.
Another finding in the study mentioned above is that kango are more frequently used in
newspapers. This also reflects the fact that the kango is frequent fleids that involve abstract
concepts.
The borrowing of both kango and gairaigo into the Japanese language have resulted in a
large number of synonymous expressions. This is due to the fact that even words that already
existed in the language have been borrowed. However, these apparently synonymous words
often have different shades of meaning and stylistic values. In general, the wago words have
broader meanings than their corresponding kango and gairaigo. For example, the wago word
torikesi means ‘to cancel’ in general or ‘to take back’. The kango word kaiyaku is used of
cancellation of is contracts and other formal transactions. The gairaigo word kyanseru, in
tum, is used only for the cancellation of appointments or ticket reservations etc. More examples
of synonyms of this kind follow below:
wago kango gairaigo English translation
hakarl tenbin baransu ‘balance’, ‘scales’
o-tearai yokusitu basuruumu ‘bathroom’
klkai mikomi lyansu ‘chance’, ‘opportunity’
omoituki soozoo aidea ‘idea’
It is often felt that the wago words are more informal, kango words are more formal, and
the gairaigo words have a more modern and stylish flavour.
1.2.2.2 Ka:igo
The first Chinese words were probably introduced into Japan during the first century A.D.
According to the Nihon syoki (‘Chronicles of Japan’) (A.D. 720), Korean scholars began to
bring Chinese books to Japan around 400 A.D., and this resulted in a systematic borrowing
from the Chinese language.
Not only Chinese words were borrowed, but the entire Chinese writing system. The
Chinese characters and words were at first only used by scholars and in official documents,
but by the end of the Edo period (1603-1887) the Chinese words had been usurped into the
common spoken language and the Chinese characters kanzi) were in common use.
The role of the kango vocabulary in Japanese is very similar to that of the Latin vocabulary
in e.g. English. kango often express abstract concepts and academic vocabulary. For example,
native words such as kinoo (‘yesterday’) and asobi (‘game’, ‘play’) belong to the colloquial
language, while their kango counterparts (sakuzitu and yuugi respectively) are used in literary
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language and academic vocabulary.
1.2.2.3 Gairaigo
Loanwords other than the Chinese-originating kango are called gairaigo. According to the
KKK study of ninety varieties of magazines, which has been mentioned above, English
words account for at least 80% of all gairaigo words. The Japanese language has also
borrowed words from other languages, mainly from French, German, Dutch and Italian.
The distribution of gairaigo from different languages reflects what kind of contact Japan
had with the nation in question during the time when the words were borrowed into the
Japanese language. Portuguese words that are still used include tabako ‘tobacco’, ‘cigarette’
and tenpura ‘deep-fried fish’. Dutch words are more numerous and inciude biiru ‘beer’,
garasu ‘glass’, and kokku ‘cook’. German loanwords are most frequent in the fields of
medicine, philosophy and outdoor sports. Examples of these are e.g. karute ‘medical file’,
gaaze ‘surgical gauze’, and torahoomu ‘trachoma’. There are many French loanwords related
to art and fashion, e.g. atorie ‘artist’s studio’, dessan ‘sketch’, pantaron ‘(lady’s) trousers’,
pureta-porute ‘ready-made clothing’. Musical terms have been borrowed mainly from Italian,
just as they have been in the Western world. Examples are piano, sopurano, dakaapo, tenpo.
When English words began to be taken into the Japanese language (from the Meizi period
on), at first they were translated into kango expressions and written in kanzi. As a result of
this, a large number of kango expressions, which did not exist in Chinese, were coined in
Japan. Later on, some of these expressions were actually borrowed “back” into the Chinese
language. Often, the original English reading was marked by means ofhurigana (in katakana)
beside the kanzi. Thus there were often for these kinds of words both kanzi and katakana
representations. The kanzi gave the meaning of the word, while the katakana indicated the
foreign reading. The loanwords of this type eventually took either of two possible paths of
development: some of them kept their kanzi rendering and began to be read accord ing to the
kango reading of the characters. Other words preserved the katakana rendering and continued
to be pronounced in a Japanese-English way. Many words actually gained double versions,
one kango and one gairaigo (English) alternative. Examples of this are kentiku
— birudingu
‘building’, sikihu
— siitu ‘sheet’, tetyoo
— nooto ‘notebook’, densikeisanki
— konpyuutaa
‘computer’. The recent trend though, is that the kango versions are used less and the gairaigo
words are favoured. The modern practice concerning loanwords is to borrow by directly
representing just the sounds, using katakana. The three writing systems thus maintain their
respective function: hiragana for grammatical wago words, katakana for gairaigo, and kanzi
for kango.
When foreign words are borrowed into the Japanese language, they generally undergo a
series of changes: Firstly, the original pronunciation is most often grossly altered, to sconform
more to Japanese pronunciation. In addition to this, there are three other changes that often
occur in the borrowed words: 1) shifts in meaning, 2) Japanese coinage of new gairaigo
combinations, and 3) change in form due to simplification and abbreviation.
2 The Japanese writing system
2.1 A historical overview
The earliest written records of the Japanese language are from the 8th century. The oldest of
these is the Koziki (‘Record of Ancient Matters’) (A.D.: 712). This work is written in Chinese
characters and the preface to this work is in pure Chinese. It is not clear how these characters
were read; they may have been read in Chinese, imitating the Chinese pronunciation
— or they
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may have been read in a Japanese way. The latter case would have to involve inverting the
order of the words and using native Japanese words that correspond to the Chinese characters.
The Man ‘yoosyuu (‘Collection of a Myriad Leaves’), an anthology of Japanese verse, was
completed in 759 A.D.) By this time, the Japanese had evolved the Chinese writing system
into a phonetic means of writing Japanese. In the Man ‘yoosyuu, kanzi are used in two ways:
semantically (showing the meaning) and phonetically (showing the pronunciation). In order
to be able to differentiate between these two groups of kanzi and to be able to read the text
properly, the characters were written in different styles. A parallel to this system is the use of
different types of letters for e.g. English
— viz. Roman type letters, German type letters, italics
etc. For example, the Japanese wordyama ‘mountain’ could be in two ways. One way was to
use the Chinese word and its character [[1. The other way was to choose Chinese characters
which were meant to be pronounced asya and rna respectively: This eventually lead to
the system of multiple readings for each kanzi in Japanese. A character such as tu ‘mountain’
was read both as san, the Chinese (or rather Sino-Japanese) reading, and as yama, the
Japanese reading. The Chinese readings are called on-yomi (‘sound-reading’) and the Japanese
readings are called kun-yomi (‘meaning-reading’). The kanzi used as phonetic symbols in the
Man ‘yoosyuu are called man ‘yoo-gana.
The next stage in the development of the Japanese writing system was the forming of the
syllabaries called kana (see Appendix 1). This word was originally pronounced as karina and
its meaning is ‘temporary writing’. This name implies that the symbols were considered as
merely an aid in reading, while kanzi was considered the “real” writing. Two sets of kana
syllabaries were developed as a simplification of the man ‘yoo-gana. At first, the kana symbols
were used as mnemonic symbols, facilitating the reading of the kanzi and they were written
alongside the kanzi. The two sets of kana symbols are called katakana (‘partial kana’) and
hiragana (‘plain kana’) respectively. The katakana syllabary was developed through
abbreviations ofkanzi and they have a squarish shape. The hiragana syllabary was developed
by simplifying the so-called “grass” (cursive) style of kanzi. Examples of these two types of
kana are given below, together with their respective “mother”/original kanzi. It may be noted
that for a given syllable, the katakana symbol and the hiragana symbol often stem from
different original kanzi symbols. In the examples below, only the kana symbols denoting the
syllable o share a common ancestor.
Modern Original Modern Original Pronunciation
katakana ‘ kanzi hiragana ‘ kanzi
7 jiiJ a
—1’
u
e
0
Katakana was developed by the monks at the Buddhist monasteries and used as an aid in
reading the holy scriptures, which were written in Classical Chinese. Hiragana is said to have
been developed by the female writers of the aristocracy, and was vastly used by these writers.
Women were not encouraged to learn kanzi, which were considered to belong to the male
domains of learning and offical documents. As an example, Lady Murasaki wrote her Genzi
monogatari (‘The Tale of Genji’) at the beginning of the 1 ith century, almost entirely in
hiragana.
Eventually, the three different types of writing systems began to be used for different types
of words: hiragana was used for Japanese words, kanzi for Chinese words and katakana for
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notes in the margin, pronunciation indications etc. In the Edo period, katakana was used in
Dutch and English dictionaries. During the Meizi period, katakana was generally used instead
of hiragana in translations of foreign books, as weil as in official documents. Due to the use
in translations of foreign books, katakana soon came to be employed for foreign loanwords
(gairaigo). In this case, they were often written as hurigana alongside kanzi (see paragraph
1.2.2.3 above). It was also at this time that katakana began to be used in literature to signal
that a foreigner was speaking Japanese.
Apart from the above discussed writing systems, which are all based on Chinese characters,
Roman letters are also used to a certain extent in Japanese writing. Already in the l7th
century there were attempts transliterate Japanese into Roman letters. However, it was not
until the middie of the Meizi period that a generally accepted system for transliteration was
created. James Curtis Hepburn, an American missionary drew up system based on English
pronunciation in the book “Japanese-English Glossary”, which was published in 1867. In
1937 the Japanese government promulgated a system based on the phonological arrangement
of the kana symbols. This system is called kunreisiki (‘cabinet ordinance system’). The
difference between the two systems lies in the transcription of some twenty syllables. Among
these are the syllables 0.. L-.. E.. L... which are written as Isu, shi, chi,ji and fu
respectively according to the Hepburn system and as tu, fl, zi/di and hu respectively in the
kunreisiki system.
There have been attempts at different times in Japan to traditional writing systems with the
Roman alphabet. However, all such attempts have failed. Instead, some simplifications of the
traditional writing system have been carried through. After World War II, new guidelines
were issued for the kana spelling, which thus far had been more historical than phonetic in
character. For example, the ending -masyoo (‘let’s...’) was traditionally written -tt-
(masehu), but now came to be written U 5, which corresponds better to the modern
pronunciation. There were also reforms in the field of kanzi. Many of the more complicated
characters were simplified, often by officially adopting alternative forms used for handwriting,
with less number of strokes. The number of kanzi used in newspapers and official writing
was also restricted. In 1981, the Japanese government issued a list of 1,945 kanzi recommended
for daily use (“Jooyoo kanzi hyoo”). This is now regarded as the basic list of kanzi and those
that are included in the list are taught during primary and secondary education. Most newspapers
also follow the official list in their use of kanzi. When characters which are not included in
the list are used, the reading is indicated by hurigana.
2.2 The modern Japanese writing system
The Japanese writing system is quite unique; four different types of writing are used together.
The traditional way of writing is in vertical columns progressing from right to ieft. However,
it is becoming more and more common to employ the Western way of writing, horizontally
from left to right. When writing horizontally, numbers written in Arabic figures and
abbreviations consisting of Roman letters are commonly used. In mathematical theses even
Greek letters and other symbols appear.
The different kinds of writing systems used together in Japanese writing traditionally have
quite distinct fleids of use (ses paragraphs 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 below). Often, one may find
all four of thern in one sentence. An example of this is given on the next page:
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Japanese: CD
Transliteration: Watasi wa siidii ka teepu o katt
Meaning of words: ‘1’ topic ‘CD’ ‘or’ ‘tape’ object ‘buy’
marker marker
Translation: ‘1 will buy a CD or a tape.’
In the above sentence, the pronoun watasi (‘1’) and the verbal stem ka- (‘to buy’) are written
in kanzi. The grammatical particies wa and o are written in hiragana, while the gairaigo
word teepu (‘tape’) is written in katakana. The English abbreviation CD (‘compact disc’) is
written in Roman letters, in the exact same way as it is in the original language from which
the word was borrowed.
In the following paragraphs, the different parts of the modern Japanese writing system will be
discussed. The norms for writing apply to average Japanese publications.
2.2.1 Kanzi
2.2.1.1 The principles of kanzi
Kanzi are logographic symbols. In Chinese, each character carries with it a basic meaning
and a pronunciation that constitutes a monosyllabic morpheme. Some of these
characters/morphemes serve as independent words in their own right, while others must be
combined with (most commonly) one other character/morphenie to form a word. Among the
writing systems used throughout the world today, the Chinese characters are virtually the
only logographic/ideographic symbols still in use. Earlier in history there have been other
systems, such as the Egyptian hieroglyphs and the Sumerian cuneiform writing.
In Japanese, a kanzi most often has more than one pronunciation (se paragraph 1.2.2.1
above). Which pronunciation is to be used is due to circumstance. Some words (mainly
composite kango words) are to be read using on-yomi (go ‘on, kan ‘on or too-soo ‘On depending
on the word). Other words (mainly non-composite wago words) are read according to the
kun-yorni. The character 5, for instance, may have the following different readings:
? < jku (‘to go’, kun-yorni/Japanese reading)
54 gvoogi (‘manner’, go ‘on reading)
iJ kQQsin (‘marching’, kan ‘on reading)
i99JiI1 gjjgya (‘pilgrimage’, too-soo ‘on reading)
2.2.1.2 The use of kanzi
Kanzi are used mainly for independent words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, interjections
and conjunctions). There are also many cases when kanzi are not used for formal nouns,
adverbs, conjunctions and interjections. However, most wago adverbs, conjunctions,
interjections and particies have a tendency to be written in kana instead of kanzi.
2.2.2 Kana
2.2.2.1 The principles of kaiia
Kana are syllabic symbols. Each kana denotes a syllable, which may be constituted by a
single vowel sound, a consonant sound plus a vowel sound, or the nasal sound n. In more
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recent works, the term “mora” is used instead of “syllable”. However, the difference between
the two shall not be dealt with here, and the term “syllable” will be used throughout. Syllabic
writing systems are very uncommon among the languages of the world. The kana symbols
can be viewed in Appendix 1.
2.2.2.2 The use of kana
A. Hiragana
Hiragana is used:
* For okurigana (inflectional endings of verbs and adjectives). There are certain rules as
to how much should be written in kana and in kanzi respectively, but the usage is
inconsistent. Examples (okurigana underlined): Mfr’ (‘to examine’), UV’
(‘beautiful’).
* To write particies and grammatical words. Examples: (topic particie), (‘to’).
* To write words whose kanzi is not in the official list of Standard Kanzi. Examples:
t)’Y () (‘beard’), 5 () (‘scale’).
* To write words whose kanzi is in the official list, but that particular reading of the
kanzi is not in the official list. Examples: () (‘empty’).
* As an indication of the reading of difficult kanzi or combinations of kanzi (often
personal names). In this function the hiragana may be written in brackets after the
word, or more commonly as hurigana, in smaller print alongside the kanzi. Example:
&I (‘.::.) (‘Makiko’).
* For the following words, even though they are gairaigo: tabako (‘tobacco’, ‘cigarette’),
sarasa (‘calico’), kiseru (‘pipe’). The reason for these words generally being written
in hiragana is that they are old loanwords, which have almost come to be looked
upon as Japanese. Formerly, they were even written in kanzi J) and
respectively).
B. Katakana
Katakana is used:
* To write foreign loanwords of recent origin. Example: m ‘t—( (‘essay’).
* For foreign personal names and geographical names. Exceptions are Chinese and
Korean geographical names (and often personal names), which are written in
kanzi. Examples: Lf — (‘Peter’), 7’ -‘ ;Z. (‘France’).
The two instances mentioned above constitute the most frequent use of katakana in
modern Japanese.
* Sometimes instead of hiragana in some official documents, decrees, notices, forms,
etc. This usage is decreasing though, and hiragana is used instead.
* Sometimes in scientific articies instead of hiragana. This type of use is also becoming
more and more rare.
* In some written material for children, in which case the use ofkatakana instead of
hiragana serves the pedagogical purpose to have the children practice katakana,
which is otherwise much less used than hiragana.
* In telegrarns; however, this practice is less commonly nowadays.
* Often in the same way that italics may be used when writing in English; i.e. to convey
slang, idiomatic expressions, words which are in fashion, very colourful
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words/expressions, words which the author wishes to emphasise etc. Example:
“ ) (‘you’re kidding!’).
* In many cases for commercial names and trademarks. But these are also often written
in other ways, i.e. in kanzi or using combinations of kanzi and either of the kana
syllabaries. Examples: r/’J— (‘Kenzo’),
-1’ ‘Y’t—((’Issei’).
* In order to emphasise words or if the writing of a word in hiragana resuits in unclear
meaning in its context.
* Forgiseigo. Examples: 1f—1f— (‘peep’), ‘!“ (‘ha-ha’).
* For scientific names of animals and plants. Example: .2 (‘cat’, ‘feline’) Concerning
the writing of names of animals and plants, the following rules apply: In the Jooyoo
kanzihyoo, about ten common animals and about eighteen botanical names are inciuded,
and these are generally written in kanzi. Example: ii neko (‘cat’; in the sense of a
pet). Names of animals and plants not inciuded in the above mentioned list ofkanzi
are generally written in hiragana. Example: ‘O’’h 3 ([i) El ) (‘sunflower’).
* For foreign units of measure and currencies. Examples: - tr (u .L) (‘kilo’),
— 1-. ,‘I-’ (‘metre’). These were formerly oftenwritten inkanzi (9E and * respectively),
which were read according to the foreign pronunciation.
2.2.3 Roomazi
2.2.3.1 The principles of roornazi
Roman letters, or roomazi in Japanese, constitute an alphabetic system, where each symbol
(letter) more or less corresponds to a phoneme of the language in question.
2.2.3.2 The use of roornazi
Roornazi are used inconsistently; mainly for gairaigo in the form of acronyms. Examples are
CD (pronounced “siidii” and meaning ‘CD’, ‘compact disc’), OL (“ooeru”; ‘office lady’).
Furthermore, roornazi are often used instead of katakana for gairaigo units in tables, diagrams
etc. (where also Greek letters and other symbols are used).
3 Analysis
3.1 Resuits of the present study
The basic statistical figures relevant to the present study (together with the corresponding
figures for Nakayama’s study) are shown in Appendix III. Graphs, which give an overview of
the most important resuits may be viewed in Appendix IV (present study - Graph 1 - compared
with Nakayama’s study - Graph 2), as well as in Appendix V. Tables with detailed resuits
are found in Appendix VI (Table 1 and 2). All the sample words are listed in Appendix VIII
(List lgairaigo, List 2 = higairaigo).
Nakayama’s study (1998) was used as a reference. The resuits of that study was compared
to the those of the present study and displayed together in Appendices III (basic figures), IV
(graphs), as well as in Appendix VII (detailed tables, following Nakayama’s categorisation).
There were altogether 952 sample words, which were subject for classification.
The most striking result of this study was that a considerable number of higairaigo were
found written in katakana. The higairaigo were found to make up almost 40 % of all
katakana-words found in the present study. This may be compared to the 10% found in
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Nakayama’s study.
Among the higairaigo words, the largest categories were “gitaigo” (7.7%), “other ordinary
nouns” (6.7%), “katakana-words usually written in kanzf’ (4.9%), “adjectives & adverbs”
(3.0%), “interjections, sentence final particies & suffixes of address” (2.8%), “slang, dialectal
& literary” (2.8%) “personal names” (2.5%), “giseigo” (1.7%), “animals & plants” (1 .7%),
and “verbs” (1.0%).
The resuits for gairaigo and for the rest of the higairaigo were as follow: Gairaigo proper
nouns were found to stand for 12.3% of the total number of katakana-words, and higairaigo
for 5.4%. The gairaigo geographical names made up 2.2% of the total number of katakana
words. In “personal names” there were 2.2% gairaigo and 2.5% higairaigo. In the category
“companies, organisations & institutions” the gairaigo clearly dominate with 1.3% compared
to 0.2% for the higairaigo.
In the category “brand names and names of products”, the gairaigo amounted to 1.7% and
the higairaigo to 0.3%. Narnes of animals and plants belonged in the present material mostly
to the higairaigo stratum of the language. The gairaigo had 4%, while the higairaigo reach
1.7%. However, their frequency was significantly lower; 0.2% for gairaigo and 0.8% for
higairaigo. In the category “menu, drinks”; the gairaigo figures were as high as 4.1% while
the higairaigo are only at 0.7%. “Other proper nouns”, viz. those that could not be categorised
under any of the specified categories, amount to 0.4%. This was only in reference to gairaigo
though. There were no examples ofhigairaigo written in katakana, quaiifying for this category
in the present study. The total number of proper nouns in the present study was 12.3% for
gairaigo and 5.4% for higairaigo.
“Units & counters” had four gairaigo members, which made 0.4%. The higairaigo group
had one member only, viz. the word ko (counter for small objects etc.).
In the category “interjections, sentence fina! particies & suffixes of address” the higairaigo
were found to stand for 2.8% of the tota! number of katakana-words, and the gairaigo for
0.21%. The total frequency for both higairaigo and gairaigo were !ower, though. Many
adjectives and adverbs written in katakana were found in the present study. The figures were
2.8% for gairaigo and 3.0% for higairaigo. The verbs written in katakana were found to
constitute a minor group in the present material. There were some gairaigo among them, but
the higairaigo took the hon’s share with 1% of the different words and 0.4% in frequency.
The pronouns did not make a large category either. There were only higairaigo here and their
percentage was 0.7%. However, their total frequency was as high as 1.4%. The nouns
pertaining to the category “food & drink” were numerous, though they were exclusively) gairaigo. Their percentage was 2.0%. Another category that held a very prominent position
in the present study was “specia! terms, siang, dialectal & literary etc.”. The percentage for
this category was 4.6%. A special category with the name “professions, hobbies etc.” was
designed for the present material. All words here were gairaigo and they reach a proportion
of 3.1%.
Category No. 10, “denoting pronunciation” hosted gairaigo as weil as higairaigo and the
figures were 0.3% and 0.8% respectively. The category “konsyugo” had few members, only
0.8%. Category No. 12, “Japanese style Enghish!FrenchlGerman” was a fairly iarge sub-category
of the gairaigo with its 3% and 4.4% in frequency. The words in Category No. 13, “ciothes &
accessories, fashion world etc.” were numerous. All of them were gairaigo and reached
6.3%. Category No. 14, “katakana-words usua!iy written inkanzi (orhiragana)” was obviously
made up solely of higairaigo. As much as 5% of the tota! number of katakana-words were of
this nature. Category No. 15, “Gairaigo substituting for common higairaigo” was very !arge
with its 10% of the total number of katakana-words. The category “other ordinary nouns”
was large as far as gairaigo are concerned; 29.9%. The higairaigo though were down at
6.7%.
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There were some differences between the present study and Nakayama’s study, both in the
character of the materials studied and consequently in the categorisation systems used. The
categories used in the present study were arranged using Nakayama’s study as a model, but
with some adjustments. Consideration was taken primarily to what type of words may or
should, according to standard, be written in katakana. Consideration was also taken to the
difference in character of different text materials.
In Nakayama’s study two separate sets of categories were used for gairaigo and higairaigo
respectively (cf. tables for the present study in Appendix VI with those for Nakayama’s
study in Appendix VII). In the present study only one set of categories is used for both
gairaigo and higairaigo. As a result of this, the number of categories has increased. On the
other hand it is judged that a clearer overview is gained and that the difference in the use of
katakana for gairaigo and higairaigo respectively emerges more clearly.
‘ The category called “events” in Nakayama’s study was not used in the present study. The
category was used exclusively for the gairaigo words in Nakayama’s study, and 59 words of
this type were found. In the present study one single gairaigo word (ADC guranpurii, ‘ADC
Grand Prix’) was found. No higairaigo written in katakana and denoting events were found,
for which reason the establishing of this category was j udged unnecessary.
Nakayama used in her study a category called “telegraphic text”, but also wrote that this is
nowadays not always written in katakana. The example in Nakayama’s study was taken from
an articie about the War. No examples of this kind were found in the present study. Due to
this, and to the above-mentioned modern treatment of this type of words, it appeared that
inciusion of this category was not necessary.
The category “foreigners’ speech” had some tokens in Nakayama’s study, but no words of
this type were found in the present study. Nakayama explains that it is common to find all
utterances made by foreigners, even if spoken in Japanese, rendered in katakana. This may
partly be a means of conveying a non-fluent manner of speaking, or simply a mark that the
speaker is not Japanese. However, in newspapers this is not the normal practice. In newspapers
katakana is not used specifically for words and phrases uttered by non-Japanese people.
Depending on what type of material is being studied there may or may not be reason for
establishing this as a separate category.
Several categories were created in the present study. This is due to the fact that the text
material of the present study had a lot of special (mostly gairaigo) words in it. Categories
which might be considered of interest exclusively for the present study are “menu, drinks”,
“adjectives & adverbs”, “verbs”, “pronouns”, “food & beverages”, “professions, hobbies
etc.” and “clothes & accessories, fashion world etc.”. These categories reflect the topics of
Hayasi’s essay.
Furthermore, there were a few categories that have been used in Nakayama’s study and the
present study alike and that might perhaps be excluded from the categorisation of future
studies, regardiess of the character of the material. These categories were “units”/ “units &
counters” and “hurigana”. As for units, it might perhaps be questioned if they are of such a
special character compared to other gairaigo as to warrant a category of their own. Hurigana
are nearly always written in hiragana and some material (for instance newspapers) are almost
entirely lacking hurigana.
As far asgairaigo are concerned, it might perhaps not be necessary to do any sub-categorisation
of them at all. Since standard and common practice is to render all gairaigo in katakana, one
might settle for one single category for these words. However, in the present study this
practice was not carried out. It was deemed desirable to gain a clear view of the different
kinds of words found.
Other differences in categorisation between Nakayama’s study and the present study were
as follows: The separate categories for companies, institutions, organs etc. In Nakayama’s
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categorisation system were merged into one category in the present study. Zoological and
botanical names were categorised as “animals & plants” under the heading “proper nouns”.
The category “dialectal and literary” was enlarged in the present study so as also to inciude
slang words. The category “personal names & geographical names” taken up in the “higairaigo”
section in Nakayama’s study, were divided and the words of this category have been categorised
under “geographical names” and “personal names” respectively. It was felt that these are two
quite different concepts. The “companies & organs” of Nakayama’s gairaigo section were
merged with the “companies & institutions” of the higairaigo section. Contrary to geographical
and personal names, it was judged that these concepts are very similar.
3.2 Discussion
As far as gairaigo are concerned, the use of katakana is obvious and therefore the gairaigo
were not been analysed in their own right in this study, but only in relation to the higairaigo.
In the first paragraph below the largest higairaigo categories are discussed, followed by the
remaining categories.
Gitaigo was found to constitute the largest group of higairaigo written in katakana found in
the material. Nakayama (1998) points out, that the official guidelines for written representation
of these types of words are katakana for giseigo and hiragana for gitaigo. In the present
material though, Hayasi chooses katakana for both giseigo and gitaigo throughout the essay.
Interestingly enough Nakayama too found, in the study of newspapers, that gitaigo were to a
large extent written in katakana. Consequently, in both studies, there is a notable divergence
in this area from the official guidelines for the use of katakana. This was irrespective of the
different characters of the respective text materials. The reason for the use of katakana for
gitaigo is not obvious. Perhaps some writers find it more natural to use the same rendering
for both giseigo and gitaigo, since these two groups of words could be thought of as rather
similar in nature and in use. Examples ofgitaigo found are iki-iki (‘lively’), iraira (‘nervously’)
and sassa (‘quickly’).
The category “Other ordinary nouns” consisted, as far as higairaigo are concemed, mostly
of nouns commonly rendered in hiragana. Many of these words have kanzi that are not in
the official list; or they consist of non-standard readings of kanzi. For this reason they are
instead normally written in hiragana. The choice to use katakana might have been due to a
wish from the author to emphasise that particular word. In Nakayama’s study, 2% of the) katakana-words fell into this category. Using the same categorisation for the present study, as
much as 15% of the words ended up under this heading (see Appendix VII). This was a clear
sign that Nakayama’s categorisation was not suiting for the present study. Using the new
categorisation, these words decreased to 6.7% (see Appendix VI). This was still a lot more
than what was found in the newspaper material of Nakayama’s study and this was also the
second largest category of the higairaigo in the present study. Nakayama divided the category
“others” into six sub-categories according to why katakana was used. The sub-categories
were as follow:
1) The word is not used according to its primary meaning, as expressed by the kanzi.
Examples: *Qt I’ () (‘cover sup of a book’; primary meaning of being
‘belt of a kimono’); JJ (J) (‘to hold the key /to a problem etc.!’;
prirnary meaning of: ‘key /to a lock!’); z 7 t 2 () (‘have one’s eyes
opened’; primary meaning of: ‘scale !from a fish!’);! l (Z$) C (‘to be
iii’, ‘down’, ‘sick’; primary meaning ofIt): ‘to extend’, ‘stretch’). Using kanzi in
these situations would emphasise the primary meaning of the word and thus make the
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reading in that particular case more difficult.
2) The word is used according to its primary meaning, but writing it in kanzi would
decrease legibility, since the reading is irregular. Examples: F’ (I L) (‘prospect’,
‘aim’);
—( (1) (‘whipping top’); (‘Nk) (‘small fire’). This
category inciudes practically only words whose kanzi or reading is not inciuded in the
official list.
3) The writer wishes to flavour the word with a special meaning, slightly different from
the primary meaning. Examples: 1J * () (‘money’); ‘ L-’ (2L)
(‘divergence’); EJ () (‘thing’). As opposed to categories 1 and 2, the words
of this category may also be written in kanzilhiragana, but the writer wants to use) the word in a special way. For instance, the word 1J *, found in Nakayama’s
study, refers to the funds raised for an athiete.
4) Katakana is used for the sake of balance, in harmony with the surrounding text.
Examples: T-i )) D/ (4fi) (‘cycie race’); rv!3 () (‘scissors’). The word
‘:T»-i’ / was of course found in a text about cycle races. All words in that particular
passage were gairaigo sports terms written in katakana and so, most probably, this
word was also rendered in katakana for the sake of harmony among the writing
symbols.
5) The use of katakana functions merely to emphasise certain words in headlines etc.
Examples: t! (-/ ) (‘riddle’); zit (i±/1) (‘phoney’); )‘<l (f%
i) (‘end’, ‘outskirts’). There is another common way to emphasise words in such
circumstances, viz. to add a dot beside each kanzi/hiragana of the word or expression.
6) The word might as weli have been written in kanzilhiragana. Examples: ‘ -‘1J (
ti) (‘mangacomicbook’);)J “:2 (J11) (‘parenthesis’), .L( (ts’i) (‘waste’,
‘useless’); t.1- ‘Y (jc) (‘napkin’). Nakayama explains that this category is
not so clearly distinct from category 2; but in category 6 were put words, which
would not appear strange to Nakayama herseif if they were written in kanzi/hiragana.
Nakayama questions the use of katakana for this type of words and argues that
overuse of katakana must be considered an adverse phenomenon.
Nakayama also refers to different theories as to why ordinary nouns are sometimes written in
katakana. Tamamura (1989) holds that since katakana have an extremely low degree of use
compared to kanzi and hiragana, they serve weil as markers for higairaigo. Kawarasaki
(1989) claims that when compound words are written in kanzi, the intentions and emotions of
the author connected to the word will not appear. For this reason such words are sometirnes
deliberately rendered in katakana instead of kanzi. Takebe (1979) gives two examples of
cases when higairaigo may be found written in katakana in newspapers, in order to increase
legibility. The first case concerns kango whose kanzi or reading is not included in the official
list. Examples: ‘/ (11±) (‘Japanese wooden ciogs’), i3 () (‘straw mat’). The
second case concerns wago under the same circumstances. Examples: Ii () (‘key’). As
examples found in the present study, categorised as “other ordinary nouns” can be mentioned
neta (‘item’), dozi (‘mistake’), and hige (‘beard’).
It is perhaps more chailenging to find a reason for the use of katakana for words that are
commonly written in kanzi, than for those commonly written in hiragana. However, one may
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guess that the author might have felt a need to distinguish these words from other words
written in hiragana, once the kanzi rendering has been abandoned. Examples of words found
are le (‘hand’), hito (‘person’) and onna (‘woman’).
An interesting feature of the material of the present study was the high percentage of
higairaigo adjectives and adverbs written in katakana. One expianation for this phenomenon
might be that many of these words were found in direct speech in the text. Especially
adjectives were often found in exclamations and therefore had a function somewhat similar to
interjections (see below). Examples are sugoi (‘wonderful’), kirei (‘beautiful’) and ii (‘good’).
Interjections might be said to belong to a typical field of use for katakana, since they are by
nature words with an emotional colouring. So are the sentence final particies such as wa, yo,
ne etc. Some unusual ways of writing some of these particies were found in the material.
Hayasi’s use of katakana for sentence final particies was found to be very inconsistent
though. One and the same particie, e.g. ne, is sometimes written in katakana (*) and
sometimes in hiragana (2) in the material. A few cases of “hybrid writing” was also found.
These cases inciude the use of the katakana long vowel marker (—) together with hiragana;
e.g. 2— for (affermative particie). An other case inciudes the use of a small katakana
vowel sign after a hiragana syllable symbol to denote long vowel; e.g. r for ? l5.
“Personal names” was found to be a quite special category in the material of the present
study. At least three varitations were found in Hayasi’s essay. For er close, female friends,
she uses their given names, written in kalakana. Example: Il’ 2 (‘Rumiko’). For her close
male friends, she uses their family name, written in katakana, plus -kun (common suffix for
male names, indicating informal relationship). Example: ht (‘Ootake’). Many other
people mentioned in the essay are well-known people like actors, authors etc
— people whorn
Hayasi does not know personally, and often does not like very much. These narnes are
written in kanzi. The reason for this way of writing names might be a way of signalling to the
reader what relationship the author has to the person in question. Apparently, Hayasi prefers
katakana to signal close relations, while kanzi seem to signal more of a distance. According
to Nakayarna, at different periods through history female given names were often written in
katakana. However, this custom is not common today, and has probably not much to do with
the choice ofkatakana for names in Hayasi’s essay.
Giseigo are related in nature to gitaigo, but they are officially to be separated in writing
texts. Giseigo are to be written in katakana and gilaigo in hiragana, as stated above. The
treatment ofgitaigo was found to break these rules in both the present study and in Nakayama’ s,
but the use of katakana for giseigo is consistent with the official rules. Giseigo have, perhaps,) a more limited use than gitaigo, in that they are used to represent sounds. The giseigo written
in katakana found in the present study were significantly fewer than the gitaigo, despite the
fact that the latter should actually be written in hiragana. Examples of giseigo found are
hihhi (‘tee-hee’), karakara (‘clatter’), gabugabu (‘guzzie’).
The words belonging to the category “Animals & plants” were also found to be treated in a
special way in the material. The rendering of this type of words in katakana is common
practice only in scientific contexts, e.g. when the word neko (‘cat’) is used in the meaning
“feline”. In Nakayama’s study 2.6% of the katakana-words fell under this category. This
might reflect the partially special or technical character of newspaper language. Examples
are: nezunzi (‘mouse’), niwatori (‘chicken’) and buta (‘pig’).
The use of katakana for gairaigo verbs seems obvious. There were three such verbs found,
occurring five times in total in the material. However, there were also found ten higairaigo
verbs written in katakana, occurring eleven times in total. It was difficult to find a relevant
explanation for the use of katakana in these cases. Two examples of these verbs are dekiru
(‘to set up, to finish’), tupparu (‘dash’) and rikirnazu (‘without seif-restraint’).
For the rest of the categories the resuits were as follows. Within the category “geographical
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names” there were no higairaigo, only gairaigo. This is consistent with the official guidelines
for the use of katakana, since Japanese, Chinese and Korean geographical narnes are (for the
most part) higairaigo and written in kanzi. In Nakayama’s study, some higairaigo geographical
names written in katakana were found. An example is Ginza, which is often written in
katakancr, presumably to render a modern and international flair to it.
The category “companies, organs & institutions” did not have many higairaigo members
compared to the gairaigo. However, the higairaigo words had almost as high frequency as
the gairaigo in the material. These facts probably have more to with the character of the
material of the present study, than with the principles for the use of katakana, though.
Somewhat similarly to the case of Ginza, it is presumed that these companies want to create
an image with the domestic audience of internationalisation and establishment overseas, by
writing their company names in katakana. In the present study there were only two examples
of this category, viz. Kinokuniya and Ookura. In the case of the former though, oniy the “no”
was written in katakana.
Of the category “Brand names & products “ were found only three higairaigo members.
These wereKenzoo, Toriiyuki and Issei. These are actually names of leading Japanese designers,
but are also used as trade marks and for this reason they were sorted under this category.
These designers had their training and debuts in France and other foreign countries, and are
perhaps for that reason almost considered as foreigners. Many modern designers consider it
trendy to use katakana for their names, but there are also many famous designers who retain
their names in kanzi. The words Kenzoo and Toriiyuki were mentioned only once in the
material, while Issei was mentioned eight times. The great majority of katakana words
belonging to this category were gairaigo. This might perhaps be expected, and is probably
more due to the character of the fashion world than to any supposition that most Japanese
brand names would be written in kanzi or hiragana.
“Menu, drinks” contained only a few higairaigo names of dishes etc. The gairaigo words
abounded here though. This category of words is not mentioned as a traditional field of use
for katakana (see paragraph 2.2.2.2 B) . However, restaurants in Japan frequently write e.g.
the word raarnen (‘Chinese noodle soup’) in katakana. The choice of the author to render
these words in katakana in the material of the present study, might have been a feeling that
these words need to be marked as though to stand out from the surrounding hiragana of the
text. Haysi’s choice of written rendering for these words in the present material was found to
be very inconsistent. The word torisoba was written in katakana, although its kanzi are
inciuded in the official list. Sukiyaki and torisoba were also rendered in katakana, though
yaki and ton have kanzi inciuded in the official list. In the word yakidoofu, the yaki- was
rendered in kanzi, while -doofu was written in katakana. Even more conspicuous was the
word kara-age, where kara- was rendered in katakana, -a- in kanzi and —ge in hiragana. This
makes three different writing systems for one single word. The use of okurigana in nouns
like this is not consistent; they may or may not be written. Often, the verbs are written with
okurigana and the nouns of the same stem without them.
“Units & counters” was set up as a separate category, following the example of Nakayama’s
study. Nakayama put forward the argument that units are a stable group of words and not
prone to change, unlike many other gairaigo in Japanese. Counters may be judged as having
a similar function in the Japanese language and so were classified together with the units.
There was only one single example found of a counter written in katakana, and it occurred
only once in the material. The word in question was ko (counter for small objects etc.). All
counters would be expected to be higainiaigo. Units on the other hand are practically all
gairaigo nowadays, as Japanese uses the metric system. There were only four units found,
viz. kiro (‘kilo’), guramu (‘gram’), ineetoru (‘metre’) and doru (‘dollar’).
Katakana is not standard for pronouns, yet six different pronouns written in katakana were
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found in the material. These were ore, boku (‘1’), watasi (‘1’), kimi (‘you’), are (‘that’) and
nani (‘what’). They occurred 31 times altogether in the material. The most frequent of them
was kimi, occurring 14 times. Most of these pronouns were found in direct speech in the
material, which perhaps offers a key to why Hayasi chooses to write them in katakana.
“Food & beverages” differs from the category “menu, drinks” in that its members do not
qualify as proper names. All of the words found here were gairaigo, again showing the
character of the essay that constitutes the material for the present study.
Only two words found fell under the category “Special terms”, viz. gan (‘cancer’) and
tanpakusitu(’protein’), which are both are higairaigo. At leastgan is often written in katakana,
unless it is used in technical/medical literature. The reason is probably that the kanzi for gan
() is outside the official list and therefore considered too difficult.
“Professions, hobbies etc.” had only gairaigo members in the present study. It was a
category constructed especially for this study, since the vocabulary of the material is to a
large extent centred on words of this type. Examples from this category are: sarariiman
(‘salary man’, office worker’), gurafikku dezainaa (‘graphic designer’), sutairisuto (‘stylist’)
etc.
The category “clothes & accessories, fashion world etc.” share the same characteristics as
the above mentioned category, in that it has only gairaigo words and that it was constructed
especially for this study. However, this category was considerably larger than “professions,
hobbies etc.” in the present study. Examples of words from this category are: pantu (‘pants’,
‘trousers’), syorudaabaggu (‘shoulder bag’), T-syatu (‘T-shirt’) etc.
“Denoting pronunciation” was found to contain four members categorised as higairaigo.
All four of them were mere syllables, used in the text to show varieties in pronunciation. Of
gairaigo there were found four words, all examples of mispronounced foreign words. The use
of katakana in this circumstance could be considered natural, regarding its role as a marker in
texts.
Of hurigana there were found only four examples in the present study. The only examples
of hurigana written in katakana — or indeed at all — were the following four: the Chinese
cities Pekin (‘Peking’) and Syanhai (‘Shanghai’), together with the (likewise Chinese word)
niaazyan (‘mah-jong’) and zyan ‘yuu (‘playing partner in mah-jong’). However, the hurigana
for yuu in zyan ‘yuu was rendered in hiragana. It was not clear why the author chose this
particular way of writing. In Nakayama’s study there were also very few examples ofhurigana,
the normal case nowadays is to render them in hiragana. Furthermore, newspapers normally
restrict the use of kanzi to those listed in the “Jooyoo kanzi hyoo”. The examples found in
Nakayama’s study were from comic strips addressing children, where all kanzi have hurigana.
The category “dialectal & literary” includes slang and expressions used mostly or exclusively
by young giris. The latter made up most of this category in the present study, and the
percentage amounts to about 3%. The use of katakana for this type of expressions is consistent
with its use as a marker in written material. In the newspaper material it was virtually
non-existent, which is hardly surprising since the language in newspaper is formal and standard.
Examples of slang are ojin (‘old man’), usso (‘you’re kidding!
‘). An example of a literary
phrase, probably a quotation, is zisin wa bitoku da (‘confidence is a virtue’). In the latter case,
the written rendering was a mixture of kanzi and katakana, which was a common way of
writing in earlier times (see paragraph 2.1 above).
Konsyugo were categorised as higairaigo both in the present study and in Nakayama’s. In
fact they might as well be sorted under gairaigo, since they are composite words with one
gairaigo and one higairaigo part. Konsyugo are often written entirely in katakana, for the
sake of balance in writing. A good example of this is the word karaoke, consisting of the
higairaigo word kara (‘empty’) and the gairaigo word oke (abbreviation of ookesutora
‘orchestra’). This word is practically always written entirely in katakana. However, unusual
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traits were also found concerning the konsyzigo. Only three out of the eight words found of
this type were written entirely in katakana, while four words were given “hybrid rendering”
with katakana and kanzi. One word was written in katakana and hiragana, viz. nlanppoi
(‘masculine’), where the gairaigo man was rendered in katakana and the higairaigo adjectival
ending -ppoi in hiragana.
“Japanese-coined gairaigo” consisted of loan words (mainly English), which have
undergone changes ofthe kind discussed under paragraph 1.2.2.3. Examples are baito (‘part-time
job’, from the German “Arbeit”), mansyon (‘fiat’, from the English “mansion”) and masukorni
(‘mass communication’, abbreviated form of the word).
“Gairaigo substituting for common higairaigo” might be considered a category more
suitable for analysing the use ofgairaigo than the use ofkatakana per se. In the present study
only the latter was studied. However, in future broader studies, categories of this type for
gairaigo may prove useful. In the present study, these categories served to give a picture of
the use of gairaigo in the material — something which is largely connected to the use of
katakana. This category was extremely large in the present study, 10% of all katakana words
fell under this heading. Of course it is not evident which words should belong to this category.
It is in much a matter of opinion what words are “ordinary” gairaigo words, commonly used
in speech and/or writing and what gairaigo words may be considered “superfiuous” or
“unnecessary”. Examples of words categorised here are: supirittu (‘spirits’, instead of e.g.
seisin), gooruden ringu (‘golden ring’, for km no yubiwa), porisii (‘policy’, instead of seisaku
etc.)
4 Conciusion
It was shown in this study, that Mariko Hayasi in her book “Runrun o katte o-uti ni kaeroo”
employs katakana in a way that is non-standard for the Japanese language. At least, her usage
of katakana is considerably deviating from such guidelines, as described by e.g. Alphonso
(1975) and Kabasima(1979) (see paragraph2.2 above). The material referredto here, concerning
the modern guidelines for written Japanese, are about 20 years old, but there was not found
any more recent material giving different guidelines. Compared to the results found in
Nakayama’s study, which dealt with the use of katakana in Japanese newspapers, there were
some striking differences. It was found that Hayasi uses katakana for many higairaigo words
that are usually written in kanzi or hiragana.
The most interesting breach of the official standard was perhaps the use of katakana for
personal names, for gitaigo and for ordinary nouns that are normally written in kanzi or
hiragana. Theses were also arnong the largest categories ofhigairaigo written in katakana.
The use of katakana in cases such as these may have various expianations. Besides those
already mentioned (under paragraphs 2.2.2.1 and 3.2), there are other obvious factors. When
Mariko Hayasi wrote “Runrun o katte o-uti ni kaeroo “, she was a young, modern writer and
the target group for the essay was young people, particularly young women. The author
deliberately keeps her written language close to spoken Japanese (i.e. genbun ittitai literary
style). There is also the fact that the plot of the essay in question revolves around the fashion
industry and mass communication, which are by nature domains where gairaigo abound.
However, this should not directly concern the writing of higairaigo in katakana.
It should make an interesting theme for future studies, to continue the kind of research
performed in the present study, on a broader basis. The task would consist in analysing more
material written by young contemporary Japanese authors and comparing the resuits with
official texts in standard Japanese (such as newspaper texts). From the resuits thus obtained,
it may be gained an indication as to in what direction the Japanese written language is
evolving.
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Appendix 1
The ka,,a symbols
) V’ 5
7 —(
a i ii e 0
It
:
ka kl ku ke ko
ta chi/tl’ tsu/tu* te to
2 0)
t :5z * !
na ni nu ne no
‘ l
ha hl fu/hu*
& t )
rna mi rnu me mo
With hiragana, long vowel is expressed by
adding an extra vowel of the same kind, e.g.
5a5 V’V. 1f’.
Long e is often written *J’ , sometimes
Long o is often written 5 , sometimes
Katakana generally follow the same spelling
rules as hiragana, when they are used to
render higairaigo. When used for gairaigo,
long vowel is generally marked by using
the symbol — after the kana, e.g.
—( —
Long (double) consonant is marked by -
in hiragana, and ‘y in katakana, e.g.
::7’y::I.
Voiced consonant is marked by two dots beside
the kana, e.g. ga.
The syllables of the “h-series” get the sound b
when written with the above mentioned dots,
e.g. = ba. When written with a small
circie beside the kana, they are pronounced
with ap- sound, e.g. pa.
Syllables sych as sha/sya or hya are
rendered in writing by means of using a small
yae.g. U/;J’-/-\’ .Thesame
principlesa apply to syllables like syn, syo etc.
ya yu yo
9 )‘ L’ 12
ra ri ru re ro
9
* Transliteration according to the Hepburn
system and the kunreisiki system respectively.
Other syllables that are transliterated differently
in the respective systems are: sha/sya, shu/syu,
sho/syo, ja/zya, ju/zyu, jo/zyo, cha/iya, chu/iyu,
cho/tyo.
wa o(wo)
n (n’)
In the Hepburn system, a long vowel is often
marked by a horisontal stroke over the vowel,
e.g. Y. Often, though, it is simply omitted. A
long 1, is written Il. In the kunreisiki system, a
long vowel is marked by doubleing it , e.g. 00.
sa shl/si* su se so
he ho
4)
ot
Appendix II
Categories used in the present study
Examples
1. Proper nouns
a. Geographical names
b. Personal names
c. Companies, organisations
& institutions
d. Brand names & products
e. Animals & plants
f. Menu, drinks
2. Units & counters
3. Interjections, sentence final
particies & suffixes of
address.
4. Adjectives & adverbs
5. Verbs
6. Pronouns
7. Food & beverages
8. Special terms
9. Slang, dialectal & literary
10. Professions, hobbies etc.
11. Giseigo
12. Gilaigo
13. Denoting pronunciation
14. Hurigana
y7—T’;R —)/
1 (1II)
D/—! L! ;;fr/
Z1Z/1’
X;
)U/; /7/:1
t-/€/ ;ÅJ d7
7!)
)f/ J’J,ii’; 7°
±‘ D/r’(
7’ J2
15. Konsyugo ):1J ‘; )5r
16. Japanese-coined gairaigo /-1’ .L ‘-i’ I
17. Clothes & accessories,
fashion world etc. J7 /
18. Nouns usually written in
kanzi () , /t (()
19. Gairaigo substituting for
common higairaigo Z ° 9 ‘2 etc.)
-‘9/Y ()
20. Other ordinary nouns ; t 12 2
Appendix III
Basic statistical figures for the present study and for Nakayama’s study
1. Total number of katakana words
The present study Nakayama’s study
Number of different words 952 2,720
Total freguency 2,608 5,760
Numberofwordsperpage 11.5 60
2. Percentage of the total number of katakana-words’
The present study Nakayama’s study
Foreign loan Non-foreign Foreign loan Non-foreign
words words words words
“Number of different words” 61.2% 38.8% 90.7% 9.3%
category
“Total freguency” category 67.7% 32.3% 89.9% 10.1%
3. Num ber of pages
The present study Nakayama’s study
Total number of Number of target pages Total number of Number of target
pages pages2 pages
238 229 96 40.7
‘Average figures, based on the total sum of words in the material. It is noteworthy that
Nakayama is not consistent in her use of the terms nobego-suzi and kotonarigo-snu; they
sometimes swap their places/röles in Nakayama’s study. In the present study, these terms are
translated so as not to give rise to questions of meaning or function.
2 The figures for the present study refer to the page-size of small, paperback book, while those
for Nakayama’s study refer to newspaper pages.
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Appendix VI
Table 1
The present study; number of katakanawords found in the material
Figures given first refer to the number of different words found. Figures in brackets refer to
their total frequency.
Gairaigo Higairaigo
1. Proper nouns
a. Geographical names 21 (44) 0 (0)
b. Personal names 20 (28) 24 (78)
c. Companies, organisations
& institutions 13 (14) 2 (14)
d. Brand names & products 16 (26) 3 (1 1)
e. Animals & plants 5 (7) 17 (26)
f. Menu, drinks 16 (43) 7 (20)
Subtotal 92 (163) 52 (143)
2. Units & counters 4 (8) 1 (1)
3. Interjections, sentence final
particies & suffixes of
address. 2 (2) 27 (9)
4. Adjectives & adverbs 27 (39) 32 (84)
5. Verbs 3 (5) 10 (11)
6. Pronouns 0 (0) 6 (31)
7. Food & beverages 14 (40) 0 (0)
8. Special terms 0 (0) 2 (8)
9. Slang, dialectal & literary 0 (0) 27 (59)
10. Professions, hobbies etc. 30 (117) 0 (0)
11. Giseigo 0 (0) 15 (22)
12. Gitaigo 0 (0) 73 151
13. Denoting pronunciation 4 (4) 4 (4)
14. Furigana 0 (0) 4 (4)
15. Konshugo 0 (0) 8 (8)
16. Japanese-coined gairaigo 29 (109) 0 (0)
17. Clothes & accessories,
fashion world etc. 61 (162) 0 (0)
18. Nouns usually written in
kanji 0 (0) 47 (132)
19. Gairaigo substituting for
common higairaigo 9 (203) 0 (0)
20. Other ordinary nouns 199 (934) 65 (11 1)
Total 592 (1,783) 360 (825)
TabIc2
The present study: katakana words found in the material, shown in percent’
Figures given first refer to the number of different words found. Figures in brackets refer to
their total frequency (percentage).
Gairaigo Higairaigo
1. Proper nouns
a. Geographical names 2.2% (1.8) 0% (0)
b. Personal names 2.2% (3.0) 2.5% (3.0)
c. Companies, organisations
& institutions 1.3% (0.6) 0.2% (0.5)
d. Brand names & products 1.7% (1.1) 0.3% (0.4)
e. Animals & plants 0.6% (0.3) 1.7% (0.8)
f. Menu, drinks 1.7% (5.7) 0.7% (0.8)
Subiotal 9 7%2 (6.2)2 5
4%2 (5 4)2
2. Units & counters 0.4% (0.3) 0.1% (0.04)
3. Interjections, sentence final
partieles & suffixes of
address. 0.2% (0.08) 2.8% (1.9)
4. Adjectives & adverbs 2.8% (1.6) 3.0% (2.8)
5. Verbs 0.3% (0.2) 1.0% (0.4)
6. Pronouns 0% (0) 0.7% (1.4)
7. Food & beverages 1.5% (1.5) 0% (0)
8. Special terms 0% (0) 0.2% (0.3)
9. Slang, dialectal & literary 0% (0) 2.8% (2.3)
10. Professions, hobbies etc. 3.1% (4.7) 0% (0)
11. Giseigo 0% (0) 1.7% (0.9)
12. Gitaigo 0% (0) 7.7% (5.8)
13. Denoting pronunciation 0.3% (0.1) 0.4% (0.2)
14. Furigana 0% (0) 0.4% (0.2)
15. Konshugo 0% (0) 0.8% (0.3)
16. Japanese-coined gairaigo 3.0% (4.4) 0% (0)
17. Clothes & accessories,
fashion world etc. 6.3% (6.6) 0% (0)
18. Nouns usually written in
kanji 0% (0) 4.9% (5.0)
19. Gairaigo substituting for
common higairaigo 10.0% (8.2) 0% (0)
20. Other ordinary nouns 20.9% (38.2) 6.7% (4.2)
Total 61.2%2 (67.7)2 38.8%2 (32.3)2
‘The figures of each column are caiculated using the Total sum in Table 1 as a base.
2 Tliese figures are based on ilie corresponding figures in Table 1 .; the percentagc figures of the sub
categories may tlierefore not actually add up exactly, duc to rounding off.
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Table 1
Nakayama’s categorisation; Number of katakana-words in respective study
Figures given first refer to the number of different words found. Figures in brackets refer to
their total frequency.
1.
A Gairaigo Nakayama’s study The present study
1. Proper nouns
1) Geographical names 299 (870) 21 (44)
2) Personal names 311 (625) 21 (29)
3) Companies & organs 337 (627) 9 (9)
4) Institutions 59 (108) 4 (4)
5) Products & commodities 49 (62) 16 (16)
6)Events 59 (84) 1 (1)
7) Others 18 (41) 4 (12)
Sublolal 1,132 (2,417) 76 (115)
2. Ordinary nouns 1,127 ( 2,529) 513 (1,662)
3. Units 87 (297) 4 (8)
Total 2,446 (5,243) 593 (1,783)
B Higairaigo
1. Giseigo & gilaigo 36 (41) 93 (179)
2. Interjections 8 (9) 27 (49)
3. Hzirigana 5 (5) 4 (4)
4. Dialectal & literary 2 (2) 27 (59)
5. Foreigners’ speech 5 (9) 0 (0)
6.Konsyugo 14 (20) 8 (8)
7. Zoological & botanical
names 70 (154) 15 (24)
8. Special terins 34 (44) 8 (12)
9. Telegraphic text 1 (1) 0 (0)
10. Units & counters 5 (92) 1 (1)
11. Personal names & coun
try names 16 (24) 24 (78)
12. Companies & institutions 34 (64) 2 (14)
13. Others 147 (347) 55 (70)
Total 375 (852) 275 (521)
Total A+B 1 2,720 (5,7602) 1952 (2,608)
1 This figure should actually be 2,720 — a sam coming from adding up Nakayama’s own figures in the tables of
Nakayama’s study. However, the figure above is the one that Nakayama uses in all other tables (corresponding
here to tables 2-4).
2 In the same manner as explained above, this figure actually adds up to 5,764.
Table 2
Nakayama’s categorisation; katakana-words found in respective study, shown in percent
Figures given first refer to the number of different words found. Figures in brackets refer to
their total frequency (percentage).
A Gairaigo Nakayama’s study The present study
1. Proper nouns
1) Geographical names 11.0% (15.1) 2.2% (1.7)
2) Personal names 11.4% (10.9) 2.2% (1.1)
3) Companies & organs 12.4% (10.9) 0.9% (0.3)
4) Institutions 2.2% (1.9) 0.4% (0.2)
5) Products & commodities 1.8% (1.1) 1.7% (0.6)
6)Events 2.2% (1.5) 0.1% (0.04)
7) Others 0.7% (0.7) 0.4% (0.5)
Subtotal 41.6%’ (41.9’) 7.9%’ (4.4’)
2. Ordinary nouns 4 1.4% (43.9) 53.1% (63.1)
3. Units 3.2% (5.2) 0.3% (0.2)
Total 90.0%’ (91.0’) 61.2%’ (67.7’)
B Higairaigo
1.Giseigo&gitaigo 1.3% (0.7) 9.6% (6.8)
2. Interjections 0.3% (0.2) 2.8% (1.9)
3. Furigana 0.2% (0.09) 0.4% (0.2)
4. Dialectal & literary 0.07% (0.03) 2.8% (2.2)
5. Foreigners’ speech 0.2% (0.2) 0% (0)
6.Konshugo 0.5%2 (0.32) 0.8% (0.3)
7. Zoological & botanical
names 2.6% (2.7) 1.4% (0.7)
8. Specialterms 1.2% (0.8) 1.0% (2.1)
9. Telegraphic text 0.04% (0.02) 0% (0)
10. Units & counters 0.2% (1.6) 0.1% (0.04)
11. Personal names & country
names 0.6% (0.4) 2.5% (3.0)
12. Companies & institutions 1.2% (1.1) 0.2% (0.05)
13. Others 2.0% (1.2) 15.2% (13.2)
Total 10.0%’ (9.9’) 38.8%’ (32.3’)
1 Total A+B 1 100%’ (100)’ 1 100%’ (100%)’
These figures are based on the corresponding figures in Table 1 ; the percentage figures of the sub
categories may therefore not actually add up exactly, duc to rounding off.
2 The figure inciudes sports terrns.
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Appendix VIII
The saniple words
List 1 -gairaigo
1. * * Proper nouns * *
a. * Geographical names *
7/9 6 -H)7 2
)‘UJZ 1 }-‘fl/:7 5
2R-J) 1 T’) 1
7Y’Jj 1 )\94 1
lYL’ 1 3tJ» 1
7LL’L 1 EtJi7 1/m 2 -4)’/ 1
)L’’ 1 17L lo
7’L’S)x’JT 1 74)/ 1
)J 2 ——2
r)L’’J 3
b. * Personal names etc. *
4’74 1 *.—)L’ 1
J)l’,7 1 ‘—}-‘)VZ 2
7/L’-’ 1 /l/
1 )11J7 1
7O7j 2 545 1
1 1
7tJ’ 1 —— 2
4)—)l- 1 I/.i
5 I747 2
*vi 1
c. * Companies, organisations & institutions *
‘)l-J74-’ 1 -l!I/4L1/
E/.X 1 7)J7 1
7:7—il’ 1 :L7—:2: 1
IL-7 1
79—1fl, 1 •‘ 1
1 i:x
2
d. * Brand names & products
2
*
4
4 ;3 4
i)-- 1
ET 2
“)
, ) J :-‘
7 )) ?
1
94 /) / 1
, 1
7 .—7
-‘L’—1l- 1
1
1
)—? 5
4
2
1
c. * Animals & plants *
N’ 1 I-’-?1- 2
)‘U 1 tUi’) 2
‘L—)’) 1
f. * Menu, drinks *
1 1
1 754]5
.Z—:- 15 )/5— 1
f5’ 1 ‘E?7i/ 3
JL7 1 7d(3 1
t2L’ I’’J/ 1 ‘J 1
YN1/ 3
7.—L’ 4 —— 4
2. * * Units & counters * *
U? 1 )‘—1’)L’ 2
19L 3 T)t.’ 2
3 * * Interjections, sentence final particies & suffixes of address * *
T4TL7—1’y7’ 1 ‘tD/i—
4. * * Adjectives & adverbs * *
77)1’ 2 /— 2
7J— 3 /7 2
J—-’ i -tD/s/1a 1
tJ/1 1 1’ 1
—‘)X 1 -7 2
)\/L 2 /7 2
43—)L- 1
7 2 )L’ 1
717» 1 //7)L’ 1
S/::;,fl/ 1 )) ‘JiL’ 1
74;z: 4 1
UT.iL’ 1 1/—I 1
f21fl/ 1 1/7 1
j_y 1
5* * Verbs* *
1/—I-. 3 7—4I1 1
-x74’L 1
6. * * Pronouns * *
16. * * Japanese-coined gairaigo * *
)_7 ;y 2 1L’ 2
7. * * Food & beverages * *
)1/7 1 5
74X7’)—L 1 2—7 1
?—---- 5
—)L’ 7
-—X t’) 1
9-/4 1
)‘L 1 )‘:/ 6
‘— 2 L’—1
8. * * Special terrns * *
9. * * Slang, dialectal & literary * *
10. * * Professions, hobbies etc. * *
7O 1 )U—’/ 14
)—-/— 1 cE)L, 3
7t—4 2 X4’J}- 22
i’4-)-— 1 4———
7’r/ 2 31—4— 23
:i:— 2 f-H— 8
‘‘—--- 2 )J7r_/ 5
4 —9/
;9— 1 2l/7 1
7 1
7- 3 i))_47_
Jr./7 1 ‘‘— 1
3—--15— 1 7—f;}- 1
—S):’/ 1
Xy7 1 7-’1 5
11. * * Giseigo & gitaigo * *
12. * * Gitaigo * *
13. * * Denoting pronunciation * *
_---4J.:: 1 ]‘1Y—L’ 1
S-—Z.—1. 1
14.* * Hurigana* *
15. * * Konsyugo* *
1
1 1
17. * * Clothes & accessories, fashion world etc. * *
)‘/‘) 1
y7; 4
*794 2
4
1
&,,—I- 3
—>Y 2
7J—/.X— 1-’
J’,)’ 1
1
T/) 3
S\’ —.X— I
)H’1 7
3/7’ 1
)1H;x 1
47:/f 1
)-7—)S, i
/7\L’h 1
&47 1
/— 1
7r%rJ7 1
)‘—‘7 1
)9—/ 3
-1)-4X’ 5
-1fl’ 1
))—I 1
/J’ 1
1
&U 7 2
k’’,/—fl’ 1
18. * * Nouns usually written in kanzi * *
—
)*y-i 9
)/-
-1’
7—Z 6
Z—1-’
-—— 2
)\41.—)L’ 3
K—,’L’ 1
/\“) 1
)/‘1r/ 2
—I)L’ 1
4’:) 2
Zt2—Z 1
.%—)5—Z
tj 1
LY 7
F7 2
•‘t4 }i-xr—}
7’(’1 1
1L/S/D/ 4
)/7’N7—
Y’Jj 2
7-tU—
7y7 1
::7::/;% 1
E-L71
7)J), 1
‘1V 2
:::94 L
)4 4
4—— 1
4J’J 2
7rr/ 1
)‘—}-. 7
4
‘L’/I 2
I4L’ 7
t2—7
-i’ —‘
‘;(:l 23
2
1
—)‘ 2
1
7 fl,) ‘ 4
nJ7/
2
1
1
1
13
2
2
2
47 1
2
3
1
1
4
1
3
1
1
19. * * Gairaigo substituting for common higairaigo * *
Jm-
-
-
JIj11r
-
L
J
L
J
I
IN
N
r
’
‘
;
i
’
-
( J
_
_
,
_
%
r
4
.
L
J
J
1
H
I
4
r
.i
c
J
I
l
kÅ
c
N
W
I
l
F
‘
N
‘
—
•
1
I
I
I
l
r
i
;-
Ti,y1
-
)-I-
‘
—
1
ZP<i?&
.
1
J
b
.e—
’
%
_
.
_
•1
r—
,
-
.
-
-
_
<
L
J1
6
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
-j-R
J
t
P
’
E
I
l
‘
4
L
J
—
L
J
L
J
L
J
—
L
J
—
—
N
—
‘
ni
_
%
1
I
I
I
l
4
*11’
1
r
-
,
4
j
1•’
Åi“11i
I
l
W
-
.
I
I
•
4
j
i
.-
.-
•
4
n
u
j
%
j
•
-
:
.
L
J
L
J
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
J
L
.J
L
..J
—
1
-
-
—
H
—
I
i
L
V
N
J
I
\
—
—
—
J
L
J
L
J
L
_
J
—
L
J
—
—
ni
-N
—
—
•
-
—
—
1
i
-
1
1
z
H
(:: 1 [;]
1 [;;11E1
1 [*]
3
20. * * Other ordinary nouns * *
it]
i; iM;
)E
S./—)
-4 4
9 /9
-\1 )J
1
1 [j;
1 [tt;
r1 Lm,’
1 [ItPAL;’
1 [L
r?4./ 1 [c7)
12 [‘tt]
[; 1
J; gj%]
• 3. . • • ---
±*; iEÄ?i1
f/%y7 1 ;fl;]
7/) 1 []
‘)7— 1 [;Y1
—// 1 [3;3
)S—yD/ 26 [L;iJ)]
/r 1 []
71/-&:D/} 2 [u]
1
2 [t)]
7)VL 1 [A;HJT1
i/-’ 1 [?ILI]
JL— 4 [1
1 [*11; *; fL; 1’L; I; *]
i—Y 1 [E]
t2/ 2 [9;k]
J)I/ 5
7t27i’—)L’ 1 []
-)JrJ 1 [i*F1
?°E? 1
-7 — r .t. • il::. Iji • IZI :j
-‘\ T ) -/ 1 L — J” J” Wi ,
7 2 [;]
S/9— 1 [)J]
—L 1 [*;;U]
2” 1 [;]
—1 2
1J7JL 1 [;E1
3 [‘J:ft;]
T47 2
1)V’ 1 [;I; jJ;I3]
?:7•• 3 []
—( 4 [-1
L,»— 1 [t1
Ky 7 4
-rlA: 5
747 13
7y:/ 5
-‘‘4J 2
7)L’ 2
3
1_,1_I 3
“—}- 6
&x1-’-t7— 4
—1)L’ 5
/1 1
D/F 1
::7 2
T74/}—
t47 5
>L
7D// 2
7 3
/)L’ 2
4
t24 1
__z.
2
‘7y7
);— 6
A_ 2
1
9
.)J;- 1
I-- 1
3
//\%_/
7J—L 1
/—‘,‘— 1
2—IJ— 3
i—1-’
JI 1
—&1/
:2_j::_)\r 2
/-•‘y—:Zz 3
t’*/ 1
—)L’ 1
7—7 1
2
77/D- 1
-—)I/ 2
,‘)Ii 1
-t)-_}. 1
—7/1
7/S/
l: 9
fL 2
4% 1
1’I-’ 1
‘FX3 13
7J 1
?4::2 1
74t/ 1
7L’—Y° 2
5
4’— 1
J—1- 1
_-);z% 2
fiL”7 1
E/I
71—)L’ 1
7—-—}
t)L’ 1
2
1
3
;to9’}1
1
77’ 2
6
—l::—/’)7
N}_ 2
1
‘4t— 2
74 I)L’ 1
7/-•7r/
)‘I 1
t/»— 1
1/L 1
:77/1-’:9—
)‘ 1
L;/ 7
77-/-’
77/_ 7
—)L’ 1
1
1
tJ27x
1
1
11 1
1
41
‘L’
EtJ7,7 1
)‘;:5- 1
t)L’J 3
77’9%)-— 1
1
El— } S..-’ —
7S/—> 2
)yl-’7. 1
—I»4 1
)\4 7—L-
lz—9—
7 -1 ‘) /»/
7El74
1
7’ )j ij 7 /
2)J
7
1
1
Z—)L 1
i_,—. 3
Ky
)()JjJ-. 1
—)L’ 1
)\/fIJ_ 1
s_/—/ 5
1
;;& 1
/\ D/
)J; J-.77
7r7 :/
1
7L’4 —4
)( /‘)7)
)‘)‘ 1
r4 JD/
—tJ— 1
‘H?
ADC1/71) 1
r4/} 1
)\—]‘) 2
—S)
7
7X 1
2
12’J— 2
)
-)-4XIL’
‘4 /
-9_—7 ,
X1’_— 5
S—F 1
7’/ 1
7f> 2
;7J
i
----7 1
‘-7Y”—
2 /7L/
‘/;
1
1’7 4
1/3 1
1
)‘}-‘t2/ 1
L’ 1
5
1’7 2
-D/)L’ 1
9i”— 1
7—V4 F
-./Z 2
L’ 22
.t)-7)J 1
1
•?‘ 4
— 1
f—)L’ 2
)‘El- 1—
1
:-‘
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
5
1
1
13 1
1
List 2- higairaigo
1. * * Proper nouns * *
a. * Geographical names *
b. * Personal names etc. *
)V2 1 l.UL 9
‘Y-J 1 1
)‘s’\’S.’ 1 ‘‘J 11
1 ))3
‘J)4 i J1 5
5’5 23 4H— 1
72 6 ? 1
/tl 1 }.::iJ 1
L’-lZ 1 72 3
‘ 7 ••‘‘Y 1)-7 1 1
}— 1 L—’
c. * Companies, organisations & institutions *
t—’LIj 13 [t{R1I] t—7 1 []
d. * Brand names & products *
T//— 1 4t4 8
‘J-•,i 1
e. * Anirnals & plants *
3 -7H) 1 [)
1 4’
T’)< 1 3
1 [4] y 1 (fl]
j’’ 1
t// 1 Y)
71))J 1 ,j»i 1
xr-’ 1 ‘‘ 1
‘::5 6
f. * Menu, drinks *
ri 1 17 1 [—J)
4 [] ‘)—)J
1J’))’ 1 —)--‘ 11
7:3- 1 [Ei)
g. * Events *
2 * * Units & counters * *
1 (=flI)1
3 * * Interjections, sentence fina! particies & suffixes of address * *
)2.! 1 ‘X—, 1
-\‘— 1
-1Y7’ 1
r.— 1 75 1
1 J-— 1
--r---’ 2 3
I.’.i 2
-‘ 10
---7 6
‘ 2
3/4-7 1 7/ 1
f)D/t94 2 5i’— 1
‘Y— 2 1—/— 1
)\7’4 1 t’/}— 1 [*]
X 1 1 [J]
-7’ 2 [) —/ 1
-D/ 1
4. * * Adjectives & adverbs * *
f-1 7 t’4 6
1 1 [1]
24 1 44 1
7 1 [] 1
1j11’ 2 •‘%:9 i[F1-]
Y/ ‘‘3(/) 2 i 34 4 1
x 3 [) 7’J4 1 [v]
1 74’)— 2
4L 2 4\’ 7
3.54 etc.5 [f:v] ;ir: 2 [9)
)IL 1 Y) 11
7)1’ 2 [] (:) 2
.-‘ t’ etc 7 [ JZJ 1
r 1 4’-’4 1)-/Jj 6 [J1) ‘»‘ 2 [].‘i]
t’Lld 1 f—-t/ 1
5* * Verbs* *
i[t.] ‘)9I7’-)t
1 3LZ 1
Zv etc2 )U’t 1
Jf 1 [4] r’nii 1
it--Lt 1 5-t”) 1
6. * * Pronouns * *
TL’ 4
2 [J]
7. * * Food & beverages * *
7S/ 5 [€1%]
14 [.]
;i i[t]
8. * * Special terms * *
,/• 7 1 [-•-)
9. * * Slang, dialectal & literary * *
;-/ 1 3
f—’L’Z 1 /> 2
7’? 1 Lt-)9
Tt 1 ,E))Lt 1
;f/ 23 99Y 1
1
57 1 ‘1J971)
)tY 1 j45-
1
t*l// 1 fS/
xx 1 ‘J1- 1
,ji:1 1 7’’) etc. 4
;x5-’< 5 79/ 1
‘—k 1
10. * * Professions, hobbies etc. * *
11. * * Giseigo* *
1 1
—— 1 2
i ) 2 7)\)\ 1
)\) 1 )‘)\7’—)
777 1 :f;]/ 6
1
i’y’yPy 1 1
1-»—’’ 1
12. * * Gitaigo * *
f’/ 4
1
Y5; 1
‘U-) 1
ff 2
ft2
‘) r_/
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 5% 1
18. * * Nouns usually written in kanzi * *
19. * * Foreign words subsituting for common higairaigo * *
20. * * Other ordinary nouns * *
* 9
*9 1
etc3
‘,Jt2»/ 2
‘7fl2 1
r7iU, 1
2
X»J 1
3 1
J/2
i2 1
‘Y 1
5EJ 2
.X)t’ 1
—A
— z
‘
i’ 25
1
4j%7
Y::.’t
3Y1/
:95 2
Yt/
—)‘— 2
]
1
EJ]
*
]
[] *J-)- 2 []
10 LÄ.] 74 1
1 [) 2 [ffL
[] )JJ• 1
t)’ 1 [] t4/ 1
7/9/ 1 [II
/-- 1 [f] i [J
9* 3 [] 1
. 11 [] 9-) 2 [)i&]
-_/-t-1’ [] )-)- 1 [fl.]
9’i’ 1 [I] )\1J 1 [1-]
‘S..’ 2 [iL] > 1 [7:’]
fjit 1 [J:5] Y 1 [&])J7r 1 [jfl) 7’ 4 []
[9•] 979 1 [tfl]
i’zS) 1 [L] 1 [H]
1 [1 7Jf4 1 []
4/J 1 [kL] 1
ri5 1 [,Lz] 3 (.Zf) 11 [TI)\S./U 1 [)] 1 [)]
T 2 [5E] /13I 1 [])5-::’ 1 []
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
9y 1 1
—
—
—
—
—
—
r
—
,N
lr\
‘
r
r
-
r
(
-
-
r
,
r
i(
’
•
)—
.
z
’t:
1
N
-
‘i
r
H
:IJ
44
>
—
—
—
—
—
&
J
J
1
N
1*-
—
—
—
—
r
r4
—
—
—
—
—
IT
Y
\
k
’
!
N
-
-SJ
SJ
;.\S
J
4:—
N
-
,r
N
•
i
r
2
i
r
-
—
—
e
—
r
i
(
-
_
—
**0000**
[N
—
:%
S
J
.;
\
1
\
1
\
1
-
j
J
**Q1)
•0(1)01000000
L)**
—
-\J,NN
-S
JJ
N
ir,N
N
<
J
L
***
1
**0-e00000**
**01
1
4
41
•°1°
44—E—c()
11
f
L
%{
1
1
-t
i
‘-I—
1
Jf
()i
z4
‘64
1
‘l(L
a’i
1
//Z
r-4
1
-1——
1
